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Quadratic Program-Based Modularity Maximization
for Fuzzy Community Detection in Social Networks
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Abstract— One of the most important elements of social
network analysis is community detection: i.e., finding groups
of similar people based on their traits. In this paper, we
present the Fuzzy Modularity Maximization (FMM) approach for
community detection, which finds overlapping—that is, fuzzy—
communities (where appropriate) by maximizing a generalized
form of Newman’s modularity. The first proposed FMM solution
uses a tree-based structure to find a globally optimal solution,
while the second proposed solution uses alternating optimization
to efficiently search for a locally optimal solution. Both of these
approaches are based on a proposed algorithm called One-Step
Modularity Maximization (OSMM), which computes the optimal
cluster memberships for one person in the social network. We
prove that OSMM can be formulated as a simplified quadratic
knapsack optimization problem, which is O(n) time complexity.
We then propose a tree-based algorithm, called FMM / Find Best
Leaf Node (FMM/FBLN), which represents sequences of OSMM
steps in a tree-based structure. It is proved that FMM/FBLN finds
globally optimal solutions for fuzzy modularity maximization;
however, the time complexity of FMM/FBLN is O(nd), d ≥ 2;
thus, it is impractical for most real-world networks. To combat
this inefficiency, we propose five heuristic-based alternating opti-
mization schemes, FMM/H1–H5, which are all shown to be O(n2)
time complexity. We compare the results of the FMM/H solutions
with those of state-of-the-art community detection algorithms,
MULTICUT spectral FCM (MSFCM) and GALS, and with those
of two fuzzy community detection algorithms called GA and
VSGD on ten real world data sets. We conclude that one of
the five heuristic algorithms (FMM/H2) is very competitive with
GALS and much more effective than MSFCM, GA, and VSGD.
Furthermore, all of the FMM/H schemes are at least two orders
of magnitude faster than GALS in run-time. Lastly, FMM/H,
unlike GALS (which only produces crisp partitions) and MSFCM
(which always finds fuzzy partitions), is the only fuzzy community
detection algorithm to date that can find the max-modularity
partition, fuzzy or crisp.

Keywords—fuzzy community detection; fuzzy clustering; modu-
larity; social networks; graphs; modularity maximization; quadratic
program; quadratic knapsack problem.

I. INTRODUCTION

SOCIAL network analysis has recently become a hot re-
search topic. Modern web technology and online social

networks such as Facebook and Twitter have enabled the col-
lection of social network data, facilitating a significant number
of applications, such as product recommendation systems for
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on-line retail sites, political election prediction based on dis-
cussions of certain topics on Twitter, and so on. One important
problem in social network analysis is community detection. A
social network community is commonly defined as a group
of nodes that have denser connections among the group than
with the rest of the network. The process of finding network
communities is called community detection. Researchers from
multiple disciplines—physics, social science, and computer
science—have worked on community detection for some time.

Many recent works on community detection are based on
optimizing a quality function introduced by Newman and Gir-
van [1] called modularity. Modularity, as originally proposed,
evaluates the goodness of a hard (or crisp) partition of a
network. It is built on a null hypothesis model that assumes that
there is no community structure in random graphs. Finding the
partition with maximum modularity is very difficult because
it has been proven to be NP-hard [2]. Many modularity-based
methods are designed to find a locally optimal partition, e.g.,
the Fast Unfolding Algorithm [3] and GALS [4].

Most modularity-based community detection methods aim
to find a hard partition of a given network, where a vertex can
belong to only one community. However, a person usually has
different involvements in several communities, e.g., splitting
time between a circle of friends, a club, and her family.
Thus, it is common to see that communities of a real-world
social network tend to be overlapping [5]. As a result, hard
partitioning algorithms limit many applications in social net-
works, because they are limited to non-overlapping partitions.
Since social network players can have partial belongingness to
multiple communities in real world networks, fuzzy partitions
are appropriate. Furthermore, modularity itself supports fuzzy
partitions. Figure 1 shows two examples where there exists a
fuzzy partition that maximizes modularity. For the example
shown in view (a), the partition that places v1 and v3 in
separate groups and then places v2 in each group equally (with
a membership of 0.5) maximizes modularity (and also makes
intuitive sense). Now consider the example in Fig. 1(b). For
this example, there is an edge weight between v3 and v4 that
has an arbitrary weight a. If a ≤ 1, then the max modularity
partition is the crisp 2-partition that groups {v1, v2, v3} and
{v4, v5, v6}. However, if 1 < a . 4, then there is a fuzzy 2-
partition which gives partial membership to v3 and v4 in both
groups that maximizes modularity. Hence, fuzzy partitions for
network data make both qualitative sense, with the example of
mixed communities in social networks, and quantitative sense,
as they sometimes produce the max modularity partition.

Fuzzy partitions were first introduced by Bezdek et al. [6]
for fuzzy pattern recognition in image processing, and were
renamed as fuzzy overlapping partitions for community de-
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Fig. 1. Example networks for which fuzzy partitions are appropriate.
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tection in social networks by Gregory [7], where overlap
is divided into fuzzy overlap and crisp (non-fuzzy) overlap.
In crisp overlapping partitions, a vertex can belong to more
than one community, but the membership of each vertex
in a community is either 0 or 1 (full membership). Fuzzy
overlapping partitions allow belongingness on the interval
[0, 1], where the sum of each person’s partition values is 1.
The set of hard partitions is the intersection of the set of all
possible crisp overlapping partitions and the set of all possible
fuzzy overlapping partitions, shown in Fig. 2. The possibilistic
partition in Fig. 2 is a more general partition and will be
mathematically explained in the beginning of Section III. In
this paper, we propose an effective and efficient method to
uncover max-modularity fuzzy partitions of social networks
defined on an undirected graph.

To the best of our knowledge, there are only a few works
[8]–[12] on modularity-based fuzzy community detection to
date. In [8], a genetic algorithm (GA) is proposed for fuzzy
community detection which directly maximizes a fuzzy modu-
larity that is designed for directed graphs. Their fuzzy modular-
ity can not be simplified for community detection in undirected
graphs since its assumption greatly depends on the concepts
of in-degree and out-degree of a vertex, which are not distin-
guished in undirected graphs. To compare against our proposed
algorithm, we apply the generalized modularity (GM) [12] as
the fitness function in their GA. Experimental results, reported
in Section V, show that this GA-based algorithm does not
perform nearly as well as the modified version of MULTICUT-
spectral FCM (MSFCM) in [12]. Nepusz et al. [9] proposed a
vertex-similarity based gradient-descent method (VSGD) for
fuzzy community detection in undirected graphs. However,
their method suffers from the problem that some memberships
may become negative or larger than 1 after membership update,
resulting in an unreasonable partition where memberships are
out of the range [0, 1]. This is confirmed by our experiments of

TABLE I. NOTATIONS AND SYMBOLS

Symbol Description
[i : n] set of integers from i to n

[n] set of integers from 1 to n
n number of nodes (vertices) in network
c number of communities
G graph G = (V,E,W )
V set of n vertices
E set of edges, eij connects vertices vi and vj
W adjacency matrix, W ∈ Rn×n, where wij is weight of edge eij
mi degree of vertex vi
m degree vector m = (m1, . . . ,mn)

T

B modularity matrix B = W −mtm/‖W‖
U partition or cover matrix, U = [uki]

c×n, uki ∈ [0, 1]
ui ith column of U

running our initial implementation of the algorithm and with
our conversations of the authors of [9]. To enable VSGD to
find a fuzzy partition, some post-processing should be added
after membership update in VSGD. In our experiments, we
first constrain the membership values found by VSGD to the
interval [0, 1] by clipping values below 0 and above 1; then,
we normalize the memberships of each node to sum to 1.
Even though we applied this fix, the VSGD partitions are
worse than that found by MSFCM. The major contributions of
[10]–[12] are their proposals of fuzzy modularities extended
from Newman’s Modularity. Even though each of the two
modularities in [10], [11] are claimed as a fuzzy modularity,
they are not truly fuzzy since each of them depends on a
corresponding hardened partition during evaluation of a fuzzy
partition. The generalized modularity in [12] is truly fuzzy
and demonstrates a better performance than the two extended
modularities [10], [11] in unveiling community structures of
well-known data sets. In this paper, we consider the proposed
generalized modularity in [12] for comparison, but not the
proposals in [10], [11].

The partitioning method used in [12] is a two-layer search
framework which is a modified version of MSFCM. The inner-
layer search finds an optimal fuzzy partition at a given com-
munity number by optimizing the MSFCM objective function.
The outer-layer search, with an input of a range of community
numbers, first collects optimal fuzzy candidate partitions at
each community number and then returns the partition with
the highest generalized modularity. In essence, MSFCM uses
a different objective function to find the partitions than it
does to choose the best partition. In this paper, we focus on
the problem of how to optimally find a fuzzy partition of a
social network by directly maximizing generalized modularity.
We first dig into this problem by deconstructing it into two
sub-problems, with a final result of an O(nd), d ≥ 2, algo-
rithm. To reduce this computational complexity, we propose
five heuristic-based algorithms that can automatically uncover
(locally) optimal fuzzy communities of a social network for
a predetermined community number. Lastly, we narrow these
five methods to one effective and efficient heuristic method
based on experimental results of 10 real-world social networks.

II. RELATED WORK

Most recent works on community detection in a network
have been focused on finding a disjoint (or crisp) partition,
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in which each node can only belong to one cluster. A recent
survey from Fortunato [13] divides the majority of disjoint
community detection algorithms into five groups: divisive
algorithms, modularity-based methods, spectral algorithms,
dynamic algorithms, and statical inference methods. Fortunato
also mentioned a few algorithms for uncovering overlapping
communities, where a node can belong to more than one
cluster. In reality, it is more common to see overlapping
communities than disjoint communities in social networks. For
overlapping communities, Gregory [7] pointed out two kinds
of overlap: crisp overlapping and fuzzy overlapping. For crisp
overlapping, a node can belong to several clusters, but its
membership in a cluster is binary, either 0 or 1 (these become
possibilistic partitions). For fuzzy overlapping, memberships
are on the interval [0, 1], and the sum of the memberships for
each node is 1. According to how a community is identified,
Xie et al. [14] categorized overlapping community detection
methods into five groups: clique percolation, link partitioning,
local expansion and optimization, fuzzy detection, and agent-
based and dynamical algorithms. Most of these methods aim to
find crisp overlapping communities, but only a few approaches
can discover fuzzy overlapping communities.

To evaluate the goodness of a community detection method,
a well-defined quality function is required. The most popular
is modularity, introduced by Newman and Girvan [1]. Many
modularity-based methods have been proposed for crisp com-
munity detection since its introduction. These methods can be
basically grouped as: greedy methods, extremal optimization,
simulated annealing, and spectral optimization. For more de-
tails about these methods, please refer to Fortunato’s survey
[13]. Recently, it is observed that there is a rising interest
in applying genetic algorithms (GA) in community detection,
because GAs are able to approximate optimal solutions of
NP-hard problems. Basically, these GAs are divided into two
groups based on how they represent their chromosomes. The
first uses a string-of-group encoding to represent a chromo-
some, which was first adopted by Tasgin and Bingol [15]. The
second is based on the locus-based adjacency representation
(LAR), which was first adopted to a GA by Pizzuti [16], to-
gether with traditional crossover and mutation operators. Last,
a new and one-way like crossover operator was introduced by
Shi et al. [17], which makes their GA the first to deal with
large networks. To further improve the clustering quality, Di
et al. [18] proposed a new LAR-based GA called GALS. The
major innovation of GALS is its mutation operator with a local
search strategy, which optimally assigns a community label
for each marginal node. GALS is one of the most effective
community detection schemes and we will compare its results
against those of our proposed methods in our experiments in
this paper.

Modularity-based overlapping community detection has re-
ceived attention recently. To find crisp overlapping communi-
ties, Lazar et al. [19] modified Newman’s modularity based
on the contribution of a node in a cluster, which is introduced
as a normalized difference between inward-going edges and
outward-going edges. Evans and Lambiotte [20] developed
a crisp overlapping scheme which clusters a corresponding
line graph of a undirected graph where Newman’s modularity

can be directly used. While these methods provide some
information about a person’s membership in multiple com-
munities, it is impossible to determine which community a
person might fit best. For modularity-based fuzzy overlapping
community detection, a modified or extended modularity is
usually necessary. Nicosia et al. [8] extended the definition
of modularity for fuzzy overlapping community detection in
directed and unweighted graphs, where their algorithm is
based on comparing the contribution of an edge in the given
network to an equivalent edge in the null model, i.e., the
hypothetical random graph which underlies modularity. For
undirected graphs, Nepusz et al. [9] proposed an approach
based on vertex similarity, which is the sum of products
of two vertices’ membership over all communities. Given a
community number k, the approach finds k fuzzy overlapping
communities by minimizing the sum of weighted difference
between a priori similarity and vertex similarity. For the
determination of community number k, the approach starts
with k = 2 and increases k by 1 whenever an optimal
candidate partition is found until no modularity improvement is
observed between two successive optimal candidate partitions.
We compare the performance of our proposed algorithm with
those presented in [8] and [9].

Zhang et al. [10] and Liu [11] proposed two similar fuzzy
modularities. Zhang et al. proposed a mixed community detec-
tion approach that combines a one-parameter fuzzy modularity,
a spectral mapping, and FCM. However, for evaluation of a
partition, the one-parameter fuzzy modularity requires a crisp
overlapping partition transformed from the fuzzy overlapping
partition. This transition is carried out by assigning a node
full membership to a community if its current membership to
the community is larger than a given threshold. Liu embedded
a simulated annealing method with a similar modularity that
adopts the majority rule in the transition. The equivalence
of Zhang’s and Liu’s modularities, apart from the transition
rules, was proved by Havens et al. in [12], where a one-step
forward extension of Newman’s modularity, called generalized
modularity, was also presented for weighted and undirected
simple graphs. Generalized modularity is parameter-free and
can evaluate all types of partitions of a network. It also
enables an introduction of fuzzy intersection operators into
the evaluation of a fuzzy overlapping partition, which might
be helpful to interpret the resulting partition in some specific
application [21]. With a modified MSFCM algorithm, the
generalized modularity demonstrated a stronger ability than
Zhang’s and Liu’s modularities in fuzzy overlapping commu-
nity detection [12]. The simplicity and shown effectiveness
of the generalized modularity make us believe that a higher
quality fuzzy overlapping partition could be found if a proper
modularity maximization algorithm is devised. We compare
the performance of our proposed FMM algorithm to those of
the MSFCM fuzzy community detection algorithm and to those
of one of the best disjoint community algorithm, GALS, which
adopts the standard modularity as its objective function.

III. GENERALIZED MODULARITY

Social network data is represented by a graph G =
(V,E,W ), where V is a set of n vertices, E is a set of
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edges, and W is an n× n edge weight (or adjacency) matrix.
Element wij in W denotes the weight of the edge connecting
vertex i and vertex j. Community detection for a network is
the process of finding a c× n partition (or in graph theory, a
cover) U , where each element uki in U , k = [c], i = [n], is
the membership of vertex i in community k. There are three
main types of partitions [6]:

Mpcn =

{
U ∈ Rc×n; 0 ≤ uki ≤ 1,∀k, i; (1a)

c∑
k=1

uki ≤ c,∀i;
n∑

i=1

uki < n,∀k

}
,

Mfcn =

{
U ∈Mpcn;

c∑
k=1

uki = 1,∀i

}
, (1b)

Mhcn = {U ∈Mfcn;uki ∈ {0, 1}} . (1c)

Much work has been done on crisp community detection,
i.e., searching for the best U ∈ Mhcn. Recently, modularity-
based methods have been the most popular among social
network researchers. For this problem, modularity works as a
quality function to evaluate the goodness of a given community
represented by a partition U . The modularity, at (2), was
originally introduced by Newman and Girvan as a way to
evaluate crisp community detection algorithms.

Q =
1

‖W‖

c∑
k=1

n∑
i=1,j=1

(
wij −

mimj

‖W‖

)
δ(i, j), (2)

where mi =
∑n

j=1 wij , i = [n], ‖W‖ =
∑n

i=1mi, and
δ{i, j} = 1 if vertex i and vertex j are in the same community;
else, δ{i, j} = 0.

For fuzzy community detection, we cannot simply adopt
the original modularity, but need to modify it. In [10], Zhang
et al. proposed a fuzzy community detection scheme by em-
bedding a modified version of Newman’s modularity into the
MULTICUT spectral clustering algorithm. In [11], Liu showed
another modified modularity and combined it with a simulated
annealing approach for fuzzy community detection. Later,
Havens et al. [12] introduced a more generalized modularity,
given at (3), that works for evaluating not only crisp partitions,
but also fuzzy and possibilistic partitions.

Qg =
tr(UBUT )

‖W‖
, (3)

where B =

[
W −

(
mTm

‖W‖

)]
and m = (m1,m2, ...,mn)T .

Together with spectral FCM clustering [6], Havens’s method
found better fuzzy partitions than the aforementioned two
approaches by Zhang and Liu. We propose to use the general-
ized modularity as a quality function in our fuzzy community
detection algorithm.

IV. FUZZY MODULARITY MAXIMIZATION

The goal of fuzzy modularity-based community detection is
to find the fuzzy partition U that maximizes the generalized

modularity at (3). Our approach, like many other clustering
approaches, first assumes a given number of communities c
for a given network G. Then, the general idea to obtain the
best cover with c communities is to start from a random cover
with c communities and then optimally adjust memberships of
each node such that the modularity of the resulting cover is
(incrementally) maximized. The problem can be formulated as

U∗ = arg max
U

{Qg},
c∑

k=1

uki = 1, 0 ≤ uki ≤ 1, ∀i, k. (4)

In this section, we solve this problem, which we call Fuzzy
Modularity Maximization (FMM), by dividing it into two sub-
problems. The first sub-problem, called One-Step Modularity
Maximization (OSMM), is to determine the community mem-
berships of a given node (i.e., the corresponding column of U )
without altering the memberships of all other nodes such that
the modularity of the cover U is optimized. We discuss this
problem in Section IV-A.

The second sub-problem is determining a scheme for itera-
tively applying OSMM to compute a cover U that optimizes
modularity. By applying OSMM on all the n columns of the
initial cover individually, n new covers are generated, which
can be considered as the children of the initial cover. Thus,
we have built a 1-level n-ary tree. If we continue the previous
process on every child except those that are the same as their
parents, we finally obtain the full tree which is the search
space of the FMM problem. Then, the optimal solution (or
the global optima) of the FMM problem is the leaf node
(i.e., the cover U ) with the maximum modularity. This leads
to our first proposed solution, called FMM / Find Best Leaf
Node (FMM/FBLN), which aims to find the best leaf node or
cover without having to navigate the full tree. The FMM/FBLN
solution is discussed in Section IV-B. Lastly, in Section IV-C,
we propose five heuristic methods for interatively applying
OSMM to optimize modularity, which are much more efficient
than the FBLN approach.

A. One-Step Modularity Maximization

Definition 1. Based on the generalized modularity at (3), we
can define the contribution of node i—that is, the partition
elements ui = (u1i, . . . , uki)—to Qg as

Qi =
1

‖W‖

c∑
k=1

2uki

n∑
j=1,j 6=i

(Bijukj) +Biiu
2
ki

 . (5)

Proposition 1. The generalized modularity at (3) can be
rewritten as

Qg = Qi +∆i, (6)

where ∆i is independent of all uki, k = [c].

Proof: We prove Proposition 1 by deriving Qg at (3) into
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the form at (6) on a general node, say node p, 1 ≤ p ≤ n.

Qg =
tr(UBUT )

‖W‖

=
1

‖W‖

c∑
k=1

 n∑
i=1,j=1

Bijukiukj


=

1

‖W‖

c∑
k=1

 n∑
i 6=p,j 6=p

Bijukiukj

+
1

‖W‖

c∑
k=1

Bppukpukp

+
1

‖W‖

c∑
k=1

ukp n∑
j=1,j 6=p

Bpjukj + ukp

n∑
i=1,i6=p

Bipuki

 .
(7a)

B and W are symmetric matrices (for undirected graphs) and
thus Qg can be written as

Qg =
1

‖W‖

c∑
k=1

 n∑
i 6=p,j 6=p

Bijukiukj


+

1

‖W‖

c∑
k=1

2ukp

n∑
j=1,j 6=p

Bpjukj +Bppu
2
kp

 .
(7b)

The second term at (7b) is exactly Qp according to Definition
1. Denoting the first term at (7b) as ∆p gives

Qg = Qp +∆p. (7c)

As seen in (7b), ∆p at (7c) is independent of all ukp, k = [c].

Remark 1. Proposition 1 shows that if we change Qi by
adjusting the values of ui then ∆i remains unchanged. Hence,
if, by changing ui, we increase Qi then Qg is increased by an
equal amount.

Definition 2 (OSMM). The OSMM problem is formulated as
iterated updates of

u∗i = arg max
ui

Qi,

c∑
k=1

uki = 1, 0 ≤ uki ≤ 1, ∀i, k. (8)

To solve this problem, we first solve a relaxed version of
OSMM, denoted as ROSMM, where the inequality constraint
is not considered. By introducing Langrage multipliers λ to
account for the summation constraint, ROSMM can be written
as

uo
i = arg max

ui

fi, (9)

fi = Qi + λ(

c∑
k=1

uki − 1). (10)

Proposition 2. The solution of ROSMM at (9) is the stationary
point of fi,

λ = 0, (11a)

uoki =

∑n
j=1,j 6=i(Bijukj)

−Bii
, k = 1, 2, ..., c. (11b)

Proof: The solution of ROSMM is the stationary point of
fi obtained by solving 5fi = 0. That is, we need to solve the
coupled equations,

∂fi
∂λ

= 0, (12a)

∂fi
∂uki

= 0, k = 1, 2, ..., c. (12b)

The process of solving 5fi = 0 is given below:

∂fi
∂λ

= 0⇒
c∑

k=1

uki = 1, (13a)

∂fi
∂uki

= 0, k = 1, 2, ..., c⇒
c∑

k=1

∂fi
∂uki

= 0, (13b)

∂fi
∂uki

= λ+ 2

n∑
j=1,j 6=i

(Bijukj) + 2Biiuki. (13c)

Then,

c∑
k=1

∂fi
∂uki

= cλ+ 2

n∑
j=1,j 6=i

(Bij

c∑
k=1

ukj) + 2Bii

c∑
k=1

uki

= cλ+ 2

n∑
j=1

Bij

= cλ+ 2

n∑
j=1

(Wij −
mimj

‖W‖
)

= cλ+ 2(mi −
mi

‖W‖

n∑
j=1

mj)

= cλ+ 2(mi −
mi

‖W‖
‖W‖)

= cλ = 0.

Solving for uki in (13c) with λ = 0 gives (11b).
If the vector uo

i produced by ROSMM at (11b) is in the
hypercube [0, 1]c, then uo

i is also the solution of OSMM as it
satisfies the inequality constraint. Otherwise, to get the solution
of OSMM from the solution of ROSMM, we need to map
uo
i to a point u∗i in the intersection area of the hyperplane
‖u∗i ‖ = 1 and the unit hypercube, u∗i ∈ [0, 1]c. We do this by
minimizing the Euclidean distance between uo

i and u∗i , subject
to the constraints ‖u∗i ‖ = 1 and u∗i ∈ [0, 1]c.

Proposition 3. Solving the OSMM constrained maximization
at (8) is equivalent to solving the constrained minimization

u∗i = arg min
ui

‖uo
i − ui‖2, ‖ui‖ = 1, ui ∈ [0, 1]c, (14)

where uo
i is produced by the ROSMM solution at (11b).

Proof: Substituting
∑n

j=1,j 6=i(Bijukj) = −uoki/Bii into
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(5) and simplifying gives

Qi =
1

‖W‖

c∑
k=1

[2uki

n∑
j=1,j 6=i

(Bijukj) +Bii(uki)
2],

=
1

‖W‖

c∑
k=1

[2ukiBii(−uoki) +Bii(uki)
2],

=
Bii

‖W‖

c∑
k=1

[(uki)
2 − 2ukiu

o
ki],

=
Bii

‖W‖

c∑
k=1

[(uki − uoki)2 − (uoki)
2],

=
Bii

‖W‖
(‖ui − uo

i ‖2 − ‖uo
i ‖2). (15)

We know that Bii = Wii − m2
i /‖W‖ = −m2

i /‖W‖ ≤ 0,
‖W‖ > 0, and ‖uo

i ‖2 is constant; hence, to maximize Qi, we
minimize ‖ui − uo

i ‖2.
The mapping problem in three dimensions is illustrated

based on a unit cube in Fig. 3, where the hyperplane, ‖ui‖ = 1,
is divided into three regions: region 1, region 2, and region 3.
Region 1 is the green triangle on the plane ‖ui‖ = 1 contained
within the unit cube ‖ui‖ ∈ [0, 1]3. Region 2 is composed
of three sub-regions, each of which is linearly expanded and
indicated by yellow parallel lines, while region 3 also consists
of three sub-regions, each of which is quadratically expanded
and indicated by pink parallel lines. If uo

i is in region 1, say
point A, then uo

i is the solution of OSMM; if uo
i is in region 2,

like point B, then uo
i should be mapped to a point, say B∗, in

the nearest green segment, such that line BB∗ is perpendicular
to the corresponding green segment; if uo

i is in region 3, like
point C, then uo

i should be mapped to the nearest corner of
the cube, which is indicated by a circle without a text here.
Obviously, we obtain a fuzzy u∗i if uo

i is in region 1 or region
2; otherwise, we obtain a crisp u∗i , since all projections of uo

i
in region 3 result in a u∗i on the vertex of the triangle that is
region 1. Since the area of region 3 is much larger the sum
of areas of region 1 and region 2, u∗i has much more of a
chance to be crisp than fuzzy, assuming that uo

i is uniformly
distributed on the plane. Hence, we believe that generalized
modularity prefers crisp partitions. Even though we cannot
prove this conclusion in general, this interesting observation
gives us a glimpse of modularity’s behavior in modularity-
based maximization algorithms.

When the number of dimensions grows, the visualization
of the mapping problem tends to be impossible and the
analysis becomes very complicated. So, we turn back to the
equation of Qi and transform the maximization of Qi into the
standard linearly constrained quadratic minimization problem
(LCQMP), shown as

max
ui

Qi ⇔ min
ui

c∑
k=1

[(uki)
2 − 2ukiu

o
ki],

⇔ min
ui

uT
i Icui − 2(uo

i )Tui,

⇔ min
ui

1

2
uT
i Icui + (−uo

i )Tui, (16)

B*

B

A

C

2
1

2

2

3

3

3

Fig. 3. Division of the hyperplane for the OSMM mapping problem.

where Ic is a c×c identity matrix,
∑k=c

k=1 uki = 1, and 0c×1 ≤
ui ≤ 1c×1. Our OSMM optimization problem at (16) is thus
a simplified version of the general LCQMP problem,

min
x

1

2
xTHx + fTx, Ax ≤ b, Aeqx = beq, lbi ≤ xi ≤ ubi,

(17)

where H is an n × n matrix, x is an n × 1 variable vector,
f is an n × 1 vector, A is an nA × n matrix, Aeq is an
neq × n matrix, b is an nA × 1 vector, beq is an neq × 1
vector, and both lb and ub are n × 1 vectors. In fact,
our converted optimization problem is one of the simplest
quadratic programming problems, called Quadratic Knapsack
Problem (QKP), which is defined as

min
x

1

2
xTHx + fTx, Bx = C, 0 ≤ xi ≤ 1, (18)

where B is a 1×n vector, C is a scalar, and x, H , and f have
the same definition as that in LCQMP. Basically, QKPs are
divided into two groups according to whether H is positive
semidefinite or not. If H is positive semidefinite, the objective
function becomes convex and can be solved in polynomial
time by the ellipsoid method [22] and several kinds of interior
point methods [23]–[26]. Since the H matrix in our problem is
the identity matrix, our problem becomes much more simple,
denoted as Simplified QKP (SQKP), which can be solved
in a linear time with either a binary search method [27] or
randomized algorithm [28]. In our problem, the number of
variables in SQKP is c, the number of communities.

Now, we can see that OSMM can be solved by applying
ROSMM to find the point uo

i and then SQKP to find the
optimal partition column u∗i . The OSMM algorithm is outlined
in Alg. 1. By assuming that the modularity matrix B and the
scalar ‖W‖ are precomputed, the time complexity of ROSMM
is O(cn). The predominant cost in computing each uoki at
(11b) is the c(n − 1) multiplications. The cost of calculating
the improved modularity, denoted as CIM in Alg. 1, is c
multiplications, as seen as line 7 in the OSMM algorithm.
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So, the time complexity of OSMM is deduced as

T (OSMM) = T (ROSMM) + T (SQKP ) + T (CIM);

= O(cn) +O(c) +O(c);

= O(cn).

In real world networks, the number of communities c is much
smaller than the number of nodes n so c can be treated as a
constant here. That is, the final complexity of OSMM is O(n).

Algorithm 1: One-Step Modularity Maximization
(OSMM)
Input: partition matrix U ∈ [0, 1]c×n; the number of

communities, c; the index of the chosen node, i;
the modularity matrix B; the degree of the
adjacency matrix, ‖W‖

Output: updated partition matrix, U ′; improvement of
modularity, ∆Qi

ROSMM:
1 for k = [c] do
2 uoki = 1

−Bii

∑n
j=1,j 6=i(Bijukj)

SQKP:
3 H ← a c× c identity matrix, f = −uTi
4 B = 11×c, C = 1
5 u∗i ← apply SQKP on the problem (H, f,B,C)
6 U ′ ← replace the ith column of U with u∗i

CIM:
7 ∆Qi = Bii

‖W‖
∑c

k=1(u∗ki − uki)(u∗ki + uki − 2uoki)

B. Find Best Leaf Node
By applying OSMM on a given column of U , we transform

a given cover U to a new cover U ′ that, by Proposition 1, is
proven to be at least as good as, if not better than, the original
in terms of modularity. If we consider the two covers as two
nodes, say A and A′, and the modularity improvement ∆Qi

as the weight of the directed edge A → A′, then the search
space for the solution of FMM on a network starting from a
random cover would be leaf nodes of a tree. The root of the
tree represents the initial random cover, and it will branch into
n children, where n is the number of people in the network.
Starting from the first level, every node has at most (n − 1)
child nodes, since a parent node would not be improved if we
again apply OSMM on the same column as the parent node. A
branched node will be removed if the cover it represents is the
same as that in its parent node. A node stops branching and
becomes a leaf node if all of its children are removed (i.e.,
there is no modularity improvement over all n − 1 possible
applications of OSMM). Then, the best cover for a network
is the leaf node with the highest modularity among all leaf
nodes. A simple illustration of a tree with n = 3 is shown in
Fig. 4; the best leaf node is denoted as the green node attached
by the orange, dashed path.

To find the best leaf node, we propose a depth-first-search
algorithm with O(mn) time complexity, where m is the

Initial Node (Initial Cover)

0

1 3

23 1 12

2

3

Inner Node

Leaf Node

Inner Node

Un-Branching NodesLeaf Nodes Leaf Nodes

Fig. 4. Illustration of best leaf node problem with n = 3.

number of branched nodes (including the removed ones) and n
is the number of people in a network, shown in Alg. 2. Since
all n nodes in the first level would be branched, m ≥ n. That
is, the time cost of FMM/FBLN in the best case is O(n2),
which is where there is only one level of calling OSMM n
times. In the worst case, in which all leaf nodes are carried
the same level d in the tree, the number of branching nodes is
O(n(n−1)(d−1)), d ≥ 2, where d is the depth of the tree. So,
the time cost of FMM/FBLN in the worst case is O(n(d+1)),
d ≥ 2. The FMM/FBLN algorithm is shown in Fig.3. Its time
complexity is O(n2) (not including the FBLN cost), so the
best and worst time complexity of FMM algorithm are O(n2)
and O(n(d+1)), d ≥ 2, respectively.

Algorithm 2: Find Best Leaf Node (FBLN)
Input: root structure (U , Q, index); number of

communities, c; modularity matrix, B; degree of
adjacency matrix ‖W‖

Output: best leaf node structure, BLN, containing
partition U and modularity Q

1 BLN.U = root.U
2 BLN.Q = root.Q
3 n← number of rows of B
4 i = 1
5 U =root.U
6 while i 6= root.i and i ≤ n do
7 [U ′,∆Qi] = OSMM(U, c, i, B, ‖W‖)
8 if u′i 6= ui then
9 root’.U = U ′; root’.Q = root.Q+ ∆Qi; root’.i = i

10 BLNtemp = FBLN(root’,c,B, ‖W‖)
11 if BLN.Q < BLNtemp.Q then
12 BLN = BLNtemp

13 i← i+ 1

The FBLN algorithm proposed in Alg. 2 is practically
inefficient as it searches over all possible covers at each level
of the tree. Now we turn to investigate some heuristic methods
for finding the best leaf node and, thus, the partition that
maximizes generalized modularity (or its best approximation).
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Algorithm 3: FMM/FLBN
Input: adjacency matrix, W ; number of communities, c
Output: partition, U

1 n← the number of rows in W
2 mi =

∑n
i=1Wij , i = [n]

3 ‖W‖ =
∑n

i=1mi

4 B = W −mTm/‖W‖
5 Initialize root.U
6 root.Q = tr

(
UBUT

)
/‖W‖; root.i = 0

7 FBLN(root,c,B, ‖W‖)

C. Heuristic Methods
In this section, we give five heuristic methods to solve

the FMM problem. Each algorithm is based on the heuris-
tic FMM (FMM/H) algorithm at Alg. 4. That is, our five
different FMM/H schemes, namely H1–H5, correspond to
the five different SingleIteration steps, i.e., SingleIteration1–
SingleIteration5 shown in Algs. 5–9. SingleIteration1, shown
in Alg. 5, applies a batch update to U by running OSMM on
each node of the network in sequence [n]. SingleIteration(2–
4) use a sequential update scheme in different ways. Sin-
gleIteration2 applies sequential updates to U in a random
permutation order of [n]; hence, it is a sort of batch sequential
update. SingleIteration3 simply chooses a random node to
update at each step (note that the previously chosen node is
explicitly precluded from the set of possible nodes to update).
SingleIteration4, like SingleIteration2, sequentially updates U
in a random permutation order of [n]; however, after each
update the stop criterion is checked. In essence, the sequential
update schemes all follow a single (different) path from root to
leaf through the tree shown in Fig. 4. Note that SingleIteration1
does not live in this tree structure as it updates in a true batch
manner.

Algorithm 4: Heuristic Fuzzy Modularity Maximization
(FMM/H)
Input: adjacency matrix, W ; number of communities, c;

stopping criteria, (εQ, tmax)
Output: partition, U

1 n← the number of rows in W
2 mi =

∑n
i=1Wij , i = [n]

3 ‖W‖ =
∑n

i=1mi

4 B = W −mTm/‖W‖
5 Initialize U
6 t← 0; ε = Q, modularity of initial U
7 while t < tmax and ε > εQ do
8 [U, ε]← SingleIteration(U, c,B, ‖W‖, εQ)
9 Remove zero-rows in U (empty clusters)

SingleIteration5 shown in Alg.9 is a greedy scheme. It first
behaves like SingleIteration1, applying OSMM on all columns
of the current cover independently and storing all n possible
covers, denoted Ui. Then, SingleIteration5 updates the current
cover with the partition that led to the maximum modularity

Algorithm 5: SingleIteration1 (Batch)
Input: partition matrix U ; number of communities c;

modularity matrix B; degree of adjacency matrix
‖W‖

Output: new partition U ′; stopping criterion ε
Q = tr

(
UBUT

)
/‖W‖; U ′ = U

for i = 1 : n do
[U t,∆Qi] = OSMM(U, c, i, B, ‖W‖)
u′i = ut

i

Q′ = tr
(
U ′BU ′

T
)
/‖W‖

ε = Q′ −Q
return [U ′, ε]

Algorithm 6: SingleIteration2 (Random Batch Sequential)
Input: partition matrix U ; number of communities c;

modularity matrix B; degree of adjacency matrix
‖W‖

Output: new partition U ′; stopping criterion ε
U ′ = U ; ε = 0
I = random permutation of [n]
for i = 1 : n do

[U ′,∆Qi] = OSMM(U ′, c, Ii, B, ‖W‖)
ε = ε+ ∆Qi

return [U ′, ε]

Algorithm 7: SingleIteration3 (Random Sequential)
Input: partition matrix U ; number of communities c;

modularity matrix B; degree of adjacency matrix
‖W‖; stop criterion εQ

Output: new partition U ′; stopping criterion ε = ∆Qi

U ′ = U ; ∆Qi = εQ; iprev = ∅
while ∆Qi > εQ do

i = random number in set {[n]/iprev}
[U ′,∆Qi] = OSMM(U ′, c, Ii, B, ‖W‖)
iprev = i

return [U ′,∆Qi]

Algorithm 8: SingleIteration4 (Random Modified Sequen-
tial)

Input: partition matrix U ; number of communities c;
modularity matrix B; degree of adjacency matrix
‖W‖; stop criterion εQ

Output: new partition U ′; stopping criterion ε = ∆Qi

U ′ = U ; ε = 0
I = random permutation of [n]
for i = 1 : n do

[U ′,∆Qi] = OSMM(U ′, c, Ii, B, ‖W‖)
if ∆Qi < εQ then

return [U ′,∆Qi]

return [U ′,∆Qi]
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Algorithm 9: SingleIteration5 (Greedy)
Input: partition matrix U ; number of communities c;

modularity matrix B; degree of adjacency matrix
‖W‖

Output: new partition U ′ = Ui; stopping criterion
ε = ∆Qi

for i = 1 : n do
[Ui,∆Qi] = OSMM(U, c, i, B, ‖W‖)

j = arg maxi ∆Qi

return [Ui,∆Qi]

improvement ∆Qi. When paired with the FMM/H algorithm,
SingleIteration5 leads to a greedy update, where at each step
the column that is updated is chosen as the one that provides
the best modularity improvement.

The initialization of U at line 8 in FMM/H can be done in
many ways. We use the algorithm at Alg. 10, which applies
one iteration of relational FCM to initialize. The most costly
operations are the calculations at lines 3 and 4, which run
in O(cn), and the random permutation of n numbers at line
1, which can be done in O(n) by using the Fisher-Yates
shuffle (also known as the Kunth shuffle) [29], [30]. Cover
initialization in FMM/H runs in O(n), assuming c� n.

Algorithm 10: One-Step FCM for Random Cover Initial-
ization
Input: Adjacency matrix W ; number of communities c
Output: Initialized partition U
m = 1.7

1 I is a random permutation of [n]
2 V = (v1, . . . ,vc) = (0, . . . ,0)
3 for k = [c] do
4 vk,I(k) = 1
5 dki = ‖wi − vk‖2/(m−1), i = [n]

6 uki =

(∑c
j=1

dki
dji

)−1
, i = [n]

We now analyze the time complexities of the five Sin-
gleIteration algorithms. For SingleIteration1, the most costly
element is calling OSMM n times and the calculation of Q
and Q′, each of which results in O(n2) complexity. Thus, the
time complexity of SingleIteration1 is O(n2). For the other
SingleIteration algorithms, all call OSMM at most n times,
and thus have the same time complexity, O(n2). By analyzing
FMM/H algorithm in Alg. 4, we can see that SingleIteration
would be called at most tmax times. For large networks,
tmax � n; hence, tmax can be considered as a constant.
So, finally, time complexities of all five FMM/H algorithms
are O(n2). The time complexity of MSFCM mainly depends
on the computation of top k eigenvectors of a similarity
matrix. The cost of computing all eigenvectors of a matrix
with n vertices is O(n3), while the cost of finding the
largest eigenvector of a matrix with with n vertices is O(n2).
Since every iteration at community number k (k ≥ 2) in

TABLE II. TIME COMPLEXITY COMPARISON OF PROPOSED FMM/H
ALGORITHMS, MSFCM, GA, VGSD, AND GALS

Algorithm H1–H5 MSFCM GA VSGD GALS
Complexity O(n2) O(nw) O(n2) O(n2) O(cn)

MSFCM requires k eigenvectors, we can conclude that the
time complexity of MSFCM is O(nw), 2 < w ≤ 3. For
GA, the most expensive operation is the evaluation of all
fuzzy partitions in a generation. Even though it will cost
O(n2) to compute the generalized modularity for a partition,
the maximum times of computing the generalized modularity
will not be larger than generations × popSize that can
be considered as constant when the number of vertices is
significantly large. So, the time complexity of GA is O(n2).
For VSGD, its inner gradient-based algorithm runs in O(n2)
because both the gradient calculation and also the membership
update cost O(n2) arithmetic operations. In the outer layer
of VGSD, the evaluation of a new candidate partitions from
the inner layer costs O(n2) running time. Also, the maximum
number of iterations can be regarded as constant when the
number of vertices is significantly large. That is, the time
complexity of VSGD is O(n2). The time complexity of GALS
is reported as O(cn) on sparse graphs [4], where c is the
average community number of a partition after the mutation
in GALS. Table II summarizes the time complexities of our 5
heuristic algorithms together with the time complexities of the
algorithms against which we compare.

V. EXPERIMENTS AND ANALYSIS

Since a crisp partition is part of the possible solution set for
a fuzzy community detection algorithm, i.e., Mhcn ⊂ Mfcn,
we compare the performance of our FMM/H algorithms with
that of GALS, one of the best crisp community detection
methods to date. We also compare the performance of our
algorithms to those of GA [8], VSGD [9] and MSFCM
[12], all of which produce fuzzy overlapping partitions. We
performed experiments on ten real-world data sets, listed
in Table III. Metabolic Network is an undirected, weighted
graph, but it has 15 loops (which none of the algorithms here
could handle). Here, we simply remove these loops to make
Metabolic Network a simple graph. Karate and LesMis data
sets are weighted and undirected, while all the other data sets
are undirected and unweighted. For each data set, we run
each community detection algorithm for 100 independently
initialized runs. Each set of 100 runs of an algorithm on a
data set—considered as one task—is done in a single dedicated
core of the Superior Computing Cluster [31]. We present three
results: 1) averaged modularity of the 100 resulting covers
and their standard deviation; 2) modularity of the best cover,
which has the highest modularity among the 100 resulting
covers (and also the corresponding community number); and 3)
total running time of 100 runs in seconds. Last, representative
best covers are visualized by using the visual assessment of
tendency (VAT) algorithm [32], both to compare the resulting
best partitions from different algorithms and to show the degree
of “fuzziness” of the FMM/H partitions (covers that have more
overlapping elements are more fuzzy).
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TABLE III. REAL-WORLD NETWORKS USED IN THE EXPERIMENTS

Abbr. Name |V | |E| Network Description
K Karate 34 78 Zachary’s karate club [33]
D Dolphin 62 159 Dolphin social network [34]
P PolBooks 105 441 Books on US politics [35]
F Football 115 613 American college football [36]
J Jazz 198 2742 Jazz musicians network [37]
S Sawmill 36 62 Sawmill communication network [38]
L LesMis 77 254 Coappearances of characters in Les

Miserables [39]
W Words 112 425 Adjectives and nouns [40]
M Metabolic 453 2025 Metabolic Network of C.elegans [41]
E Email 1133 5451 Network of e-mail interchanges [42]

We run GALS on each data set by using the original code
offered by the authors in [4]. Furthermore, we use the same
experiment settings as in [4], except that the number of runs is
changed from 50 to 100. GALS only works with unweighted
graphs; hence, we simply set the edge weights for weighted
networks to 1 when the weight is > 0 and 0 else (this is only
for the computation of the GALS partition; the weighted graph
is used for the calculation of the final modularity value). For
each of MSFCM and all of the FMM/H algorithms, a specific
pre-determined range of expected number of communities is
needed. In a single run, each of these six algorithms is first
run for each integer number of communities, say cj , in the
range shown in Table IV generating the corresponding optimal
cover with cj communities, then the algorithm returns the
best community, in terms of modularity, among the covers
computed. The range of c tested for each data set is shown
in Table IV. For example, one run of MSFCM on the Karate
data consists of computing candidate MSFCM partitions for
c = [2 : 10] and then keeping the cover that has the
highest modularity among the nine candidates. The MSFCM
parameters are m = 1.7, termination criterion ε = 10−5,
and maximum number of iterations tmax = 500. For the five
FMM/H algorithms, we set tmax = 500, stopping criterion
εQ = 10−8, and minimum (kept) value of a partition entry,
εU = 10−6. If the value of an entry in a cover U is smaller
than εU , we set it to 0, since lower values of an entry do not
influence the modularity calculation of a cover. By doing this,
we can remove the computations corresponding to these small
values and also get a more reasonable cover. Due to the lack of
available software for linear SQKP algorithms [27], [28], the
solver that we used to compute the SQKP solution is named
qpip [43], which is based on a primal-dual predictor-corrector
algorithm.1

Both GA and VSGD also need a range for community
numbers as their inputs, which are given in Table IV. GA
uses the range of community numbers to initialize a diverse
population; while VSGD tries to iteratively find optimal can-
didate fuzzy partitions at each community number in the range
until no modularity improvement is observed between two
optimal candidate fuzzy partitions at successive community
numbers. Since both the original codes of GA and VSGS were
unavailable, we implemented them in Matlab. The parameter
settings of GA are 500 generations, a population size of 100,

1Note that the qpip solver is a generalized QP solver that is not specifically
built for SQKP problems; hence, we believe that a dedicated SQKP solver
could be used to further improve on the run-time results of FMM.

TABLE IV. RANGE OF COMMUNITY NUMBER FOR GA, VSGD,
MSFCM AND HEURISTIC ALGORITHMS

Data set K D P F J
Range of c [2,10] [2,10] [2,10] [5,15] [2,10]

Data set S L W M E
Range of c [2,10] [2,10] [2,10] [2,20] [2,30]

a copy rate of top 10%, crossover rate of 0.6, mutation rate
of 0.1, and ‘clean up amount’ of 0.01. The parameter settings
of VSGD are maximum iterations of 1,000, initial step size of
0.25, and convergence threshold of 1× 10−4.

A. Performance Comparison

Now, we take a look at the performance comparison of
the proposed FMM/H algorithms, GA, VSGD, MSFCM, and
GALS in terms of modularity of the resulting covers on five
data sets: Karate (K), Dolphin (D), PolBooks (P), Football (F),
and Jazz (J). To maintain parity in the algorithm comparison,
the three weighted data sets were hardened for the input to
GALS, but the evaluation of the GALS resulting covers is
based on modularity computed on the original weighted data
sets. Table V presents the results of the community detection
algorithms in terms of average and standard deviation of
modularity over 100 independently initialized runs. Table VI
contains the modularity and number of communities for the
best partition found over the 100 runs. Bold entries indicate
that the results are statistically significant as the top performing
algorithm(s). As seen in these tables, among the five FMM/H
algorithms, H2 is the best performer. The reason is that
a random ordering is applied during the OSMM iterations
which keeps H2 from getting caught in local optima; also,
the stopping condition is checked after all columns of a
cover are optimized, which results into a good modularity
improvement after every collection of OSMM iterations. H1
also performs well, but not as well as H2. These algorithms are
similar in nature, but the randomly-ordered sequential nature
of H2 seems to perform better than the conventional batch
update of H1. The greedy approach, H5, seems to perform
as well as H1 and H2 on most data sets, but it performs
poorly for the Football data set. However, overall, H2 and
H5 are the best performing FMM/H algorithms. H3 and H4
perform poorly in comparison. This is because the stopping
criterion is checked after each iteration of OSMM; thus, a
small modularity improvement can cause early termination.
We can see that GA does not perform well at all; while VSGD
results into fuzzy partitions with better quality than GA, they
are still much worse than the other algorithms.

We now compare the performance of the best performing
FMM/H algorithms, i.e., H2 and H5, with GA, VSGD, MS-
FCM and GALS on an expanded set of data sets: Sawmill
(S), LesMis (L), Words (W), Metabolic (M) and Email (E).
As seen in Table VII and Table VIII, H5 shows a little
better performance than H2 on almost all the new data sets
except Email, on which H5 is stuck in some locally optimal
covers that are much worse than covers detected by H2. When
comparing H2 with GALS, H2 performs better than GALS on
LesMis and Email, worse on Sawmill and Word, and almost
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TABLE V. AVERAGE (TOP) AND STANDARD DEVIATION (BOTTOM) OF
MODULARITY VALUES OVER 100 RUNS OF EACH ALGORITHM FOR K, D,

P, F, AND J DATA SETS

Alg. K D P F J

H1 0.3914
0.0410

0.4882
0.0240

0.5175
0.0075

0.5960
0.0060

0.4447
0.0003

H2 0.4436
0.0032

0.5213
0.0047

0.5219
0.0036

0.5962
0.0056

0.4448
0.0003

H3 0.0983
0.0322

0.0748
0.0295

0.0404
0.0150

0.0425
0.0135

0.0166
0.0063

H4 0.0007
0.0001

0.0014
0.0001

0.0006
0.0001

0.0005
0.0000

0.0001
0.0000

H5 0.4407
0.0058

0.5268
0.0000

0.5241
0.0024

0.5664
0.0074

0.4444
0.0001

MSFCM 0.4129
0.0001

0.3963
0.0043

0.4596
0.0009

0.5266
0.0008

0.3980
0.0200

GA 0.0609
0.0115

0.0422
0.0061

0.0223
0.0041

0.0277
0.0051

0.0116
0.0015

VSGD 0.2198
0.0233

0.1199
0.0042

0.0693
0.0014

0.1464
0.0139

0.1452
0.0287

GALS 0.4449
0.0000

0.5282
0.0004

0.5272
0.0000

0.6045
0.0003

0.4448
0.0001

TABLE VI. BEST Q AND NUMBER OF COMMUNITIES c OVER 100
RUNS OF EACH ALGORITHM FOR K, D, P, F, AND J DATA SETS

Alg. K D P F J
H1 0.4439/4 0.5235/4 0.5272/5 0.6046/10 0.4452/4
H2 0.4449/4 0.5285/5 0.5272/5 0.6046/10 0.4452/4
H3 0.1930/6 0.1650/5 0.0909/7 0.1053/7 0.0461/6
H4 0.0009/2 0.0019/3 0.0010/2 0.0005/5 0.0001/2
H5 0.4449/4 0.5268/4 0.5269/4 0.5844/5 0.4450/4

MSFCM 0.4132/3 0.3991/4 0.4601/3 0.5268/10 0.4078/4
GA 0.1091/2 0.0752/2 0.0326/2 0.0509/2 0.0172/2

VSGD 0.2400/4 0.1344/2 0.0823/2 0.1670/2 0.2564/3
GALS 0.4449/4 0.5285/5 0.5272/5 0.6046/10 0.4449/4

the same on the rest of the data sets. For MSFCM, it suffers a
crushing defeat on every data set. Overall, GALS and H2 seem
to have similar performance, each finding the best partition
in 7 of 10 experiments. GA and VSGD are the worst two
performers among the six algorithms.

However, when we examine the running time of each
algorithm, the FMM/H and MSFCM algorithms are clearly
superior to GALS. Table IX reports the real running time
of the community detection algorithms over 100 runs. These
results support the use of H2 in practice since it is the preferred
algorithm in producing high quality partitions and is 2–3 orders
of magnitude faster than GALS. Interestingly, GALS is a linear
time algorithm, but it runs much slower than H2, an O(n2)

TABLE VII. AVERAGE (TOP) AND STANDARD DEVIATION (BOTTOM)
OF MODULARITY VALUES OVER 100 RUNS OF EACH ALGORITHM FOR S,

L, W, M, AND E DATA SETS

Alg. S L W M E

H2 0.5389
0.0095

0.5638
0.0043

0.2924
0.0053

0.4087
0.0035

0.5491
0.0044

H5 0.5399
0.0116

0.5657
0.0012

0.2933
0.0052

0.4174
0.0024

0.3343
0.0049

MSFCM 0.3279
0.0001

0.4897
0.0108

0.0052
0.0013

0.2588
0.0118

0.3452
0.0241

GA 0.0581
0.0070

0.0520
0.0088

0.0209
0.0022

0.0201
0.0016

0.0066
0.0005

VSGD 0.1605
0.0806

0.1626
0.0251

0.0231
0.0081

0.0342
0.0175

0.0009
0.0012

GALS 0.5501
0.0000

0.5313
0.0013

0.3094
0.0020

0.4153
0.0068

0.5441
0.0091

TABLE VIII. BEST Q AND NUMBER OF COMMUNITIES c OVER 100
RUNS OF EACH ALGORITHM FOR S, L, W, M, AND E DATA SETS

Alg. S L W M E
H2 0.5501 / 4 0.5667 / 6 0.3082 / 8 0.4178 / 18 0.5608 / 9
H5 0.5501 / 4 0.5687 / 7 0.3044 / 5 0.4235 / 10 0.3556 / 5

MSFCM 0.3280 / 5 0.4971 / 5 0.0083 / 9 0.2876 / 7 0.3804 / 4
GA 0.0962 / 2 0.0799 / 2 0.0290 / 2 0.0289 / 2 0.0098 / 2

VSGD 0.2565 / 8 0.3620 / 9 0.0606 / 4 0.0716 / 2 0.0050 / 2
GALS 0.5501 / 4 0.5312 / 6 0.3121 / 7 0.4280 / 18 0.5575 / 38

TABLE IX. RUNNING TIME OVER 100 RUNS IN SECONDS

H1 H2 H3 H4 H5 MSFCM GA VSGD GALS
K 16 20 8 9 117 33 1147 36 5853
D 35 35 9 11 351 51 1225 26 9634
P 75 63 10 17 908 43 1581 39 15555
F 135 77 11 30 1986 58 1873 62 18085
J 190 135 12 33 3335 49 3050 124 32295
S / 20 / / 117 44 1060 40 4933
L / 41 / / 560 44 1346 39 11990
W / 100 / / 1131 65 1633 46 19991
M / 1138 / / 57199 283 13277 921 78062
E / 8221 / / 287197 2275 72688 7599 192533

algorithm, for all data sets. The reason could be two-fold: 1)
the convergence of H2 together with the applied early stopping
criterion enables H2 to find good solutions very fast; and/or
2) some GALS parameters, like the number of generations,
average degree of a network, and average community number
could significantly impair its running time.

B. VAT Visualization of Best FMM/H2 and GALS Partitions
As a final comparison between FMM/H2 and GALS, we

visualize the best partitions found by H2 and GALS over
100 runs by using VAT to reorder the nodes (columns) in
the partitions. For each partition U , we first compute the
corresponding dissimilarity matrix R by

R = 1− UTU, (19)

where rij can be considered the dissimilarity of the ith
and jth nodes according to the shared memberships in each
community. We then use VAT to reorder R, acquiring the
reordered node (column) indices vector I . This produces a
reordering of the indices of the network such that similar
nodes are placed near each other. If U is crisp, this causes the
objects in each cluster to be ordered next to one another (the
image of VAT(R) would look like c blocks along the diagonal).
Using I , we reorder the partition U(:, I).2 Finally, we produce
an image of U(:, I), where black indicates a value of 1 and
white indicates a value of 0. The abscissa axis of the resulting
plot represents the reordered node (column) indices, while the
ordinate axis indicates the cluster indices. For each data set,
we denote UH2 and UGALS to be the best partitions detected
by H2 and GALS, respectively. Then, IH1 and IGALS are the
corresponding VAT reordering vectors. To see how clusters in
UH2 are related to clusters in UGALS , we visualize UH2 and
UGALS , and also visualize UH2 in the order of IGALS and
UGALS in the order of IH2.

2Here, we apply Matlab notation style. The meaning of U(:, I) is: for each
integer j ∈ [n], the jth column of U will be placed into the I(j)th column
of the reordered matrix.
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Fig. 5. Best partitions found on Jazz in VAT order

Figures 5–12 show the VAT visualizations of the FMM/H2
and GALS partitions for each of the ten data sets. The
partitions found by H2 are fuzzy for the Jazz, Words, and
Metabolic data, shown in Figs. 5–7; i.e., there are values in the
partition that are between 0 and 1. Interestingly, the partitions
found by H2 for the other seven data sets are all crisp, only
consisting of 0s and 1s. We believe that FMM’s ability to
find crisp partitions, when appropriate, is a strength of the
algorithm. To make our visualization easier to interpret, we use
“FNi” to represent a fuzzy node in a fuzzy partition, where i
in “FNi” is an index used to distinguish the fuzzy nodes. Also,
we denote U i as the ith cluster (row) in U .

1) Jazz, Words and Metabolic: For the Jazz data set, shown
in Fig. 5, we can see the similarities and differences of the H2
and GALS partitions by noting the following. 1) The cluster
U1
H2 is the same as U3

GALS . 2) U2
H2 is composed mostly

of U2
GALS , but also contains members of the other 3 GALS

clusters. 3) U3
H2 is composed by the majority of U1

GALS and
one node of U2

GALS . 4) U4
H2 consists of the majority of U2

GALS
and one node of U4

GALS . The visualization shows that, for
the most part, the H2 and GALS partition are very similar.
However, H2 contains one node with mixed membership across
the clusters, and also the smallest H2 cluster, U2

H2, is larger
than the smallest cluster found by GALS. Overall, the partition
found by H2 has a slightly higher modularity than that of
GALS.

For the Words data set, shown in Fig. 6, similar observations
can be obtained by comparing the partitions. Here, we point
out the relationships of major clusters in UH2 and UGALS

as follows. 1) U3
H2 and U5

GALS are equivalent. 2) U8
H2 and

U2
GALS are also equivalent. 3) U5

H2 is almost the same as
U3
GALS . There are two nodes with fuzzy memberships in the

H2 partition, and also the members of H2 clusters 1, 4, and 6
and GALS clusters 2, 4, and 6 are different. Again, H2 finds
the preferred partition, according to maximum modularity.

For Metabolic, shown in Fig. 7, the detailed relation of UH2
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Fig. 6. Best partitions found on Word Adjacencies in VAT order
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Fig. 7. Best partitions found on Metabolic in VAT order

and UGALS is not so clear as that in Fig. 5, perhaps due to the
increased complexity of the network partitions. But, as shown
in Table X, the approximate mappings of major clusters in
the two partitions still could be captured, where each pair of
corresponding communities shares a majority of nodes. For
example, U5

H2 is approximately equivalent to U8
GALS .

TABLE X. METABOLIC: INDICES OF SIMILAR CLUSTER PAIRS
BETWEEN UH2 AND UGALS

UH2 5 10 11 12 14 16 18
UGALS 8 1 7 2 3 6 5
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Fig. 8. Best partitions found on Football in VAT order
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Fig. 9. Best partitions found on Karate in VAT order

2) Karate, Dolphin, Football, PoliticalBooks, Sawmill, Les
Miserables, and Email: For Karate, Dolphin, Football, Politi-
calBooks and Sawmill, the partitions of FMM/H2 and GALS
are the same. For Football, this is obvious based on Fig. 8.
For the other four data sets, a brief analysis is needed. For
brevity, we present Karate as an example: U1

H2 = U1
GALS ;

U4
H2 = U4

GALS ; U2
H2 = U3

GALS ; and U3
H2 = U2

GALS .
Similar mappings can be deduced from the visualizations of
the Dolphin, Sawmill, and Political Books data sets.

For Les Miserables, shown in Fig. 13, UH2 and UGALS are
not the same, but a detailed relation of their clusters can be
seen. First, three pairs of clusters are exactly the same, which
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Fig. 10. Best partitions found on Dolphin in VAT order
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Fig. 11. Best partitions found on Sawmill in VAT order

are U2
H2 = U1

GALS ; U3
H2 = U3

GALS ; and U4
H2 = U6

GALS . The
5th H2 cluster, U5

H2, is almost the same as U4
GALS except one

node that comes from U5
GALS . The rest of U5

GALS , together
with the majority of U2

GALS , makes up U6
H2. Finally. the rest

of U2
GALS equals to U1

H2. Interestingly, both H2 and GALS
find crisp partitions of the Les Miserables data set; however,
H2 finds the higher modularity partition.

For the Email data set, shown in Fig. 14, a detailed relation
between UH2 and UGALS could not easily be found. But a
snapshot of an approximate mapping of major clusters in the
two partitions can be proposed, as shown in Table XI. For
example, U3

H2 is approximately equal to U7
GALS . We believe
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Fig. 12. Best partitions found on PoliticalBooks in VAT order
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Fig. 13. Best partitions found on Les Miserables in VAT order

that H2 finds the preferred partition for the Email data set as it
is not only higher in modularity, but it also contains far fewer
clusters than the GALS partition, which is a desirable property
for analysis by a human user.

TABLE XI. EMAIL: INDICES OF SIMILAR CLUSTER PAIRS BETWEEN
UH2 AND UGALS

UH2 2 3 5 7 8 9
UGALS 10 7 2 6 18 3
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Fig. 14. Best partitions found on Email in VAT order

VI. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we address the Fuzzy Modularity Maximization
problem by iteratively solving a sub-problem called One-
Step Modularity Maximization. We present two approaches for
solving this iterative procedure: a tree-based global optimizer
called Find Best Leaf Node and a heuristic-based local opti-
mizer. The OSMM problem is based on a simplified quadratic
knapsack problem that can be solved in linear time; thus, a
solution of OSMM can be found in linear time. Since the
OSMM algorithm is called within FBLN recursively and the
structure of the search tree is non-deterministic, we can see that
the FBLN problem is a NP problem with a time complexity
bigger than O(n2), in general. This makes the globally optimal
OSMM solution very inefficient to compute in practice. In fact,
the crisp versions of this problem, where the resulting partition
is crisp (in Mhcn), have been proved to be NP-Hard. So, we
proposed several highly efficient and very effective heuristic
algorithms. We compared the performance of our proposed
FMM/H algorithms with those of state-of-the-art community
detection methods, MSFCM, GALS, GA, and VSGD, on ten
real-world data sets; the experimental results suggest that the
H2 variant of FMM/H is the best performing version. The
H2 algorithm is very competitive with GALS in producing
maximum modularity partitions and performs much better than
MSFCM. But FMM/H2 is orders of magnitude faster than
GALS. Most importantly, H2 has the ability to automatically
uncover crisp communities when they are appropriate and
fuzzy communities when appropriate, which neither MSFCM
nor GALS (or any other community detection algorithm that
we know of) can do. Hence, unlike all other fuzzy community
detection algorithms, FMM/H2 finds the best partition out of
both crisp and fuzzy partitions.
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